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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Vale Action LAG has set out its Local Development Strategy (LDS) for the 2015 – 2021 LEADER
programme following a thorough consultation with a range of local people, businesses and stakeholders.
The LDS takes into account the national and local economic development strategies. It will contribute to
supporting creation of jobs and business growth in the area. VALAG aims to invest in 60 projects,
supporting 78 businesses, and creating 66 new jobs.
Vale Action LAG is a new LEADER group. It has grown from the foundations of the Plain Action LAG
(PALAG) during the 2014 transition year. There was a strong desire by Plain Action LAG and local
stakeholders to increase its coverage, but due to the LEADER population thresholds and the treatment of
hub towns, it became apparent that another Local Action Group should operate in the northern areas of
Wiltshire, encompassing the Avon Valley from Cotswolds running south into western Wiltshire.
Community First, the managing agency for Plain Action, has worked to provide a local development
strategy in both areas. The intention is to run both LAGs along similar lines, albeit with Vale Action focused
on the particular rural development issues presenting in the northern area. Vale Action LAG will benefit
from Plain Action’s legacy. As well as the knowledge and skills of the staff team, a number of LAG
members will move from Plain Action to Vale Action and an independent chairperson will be elected. Vale
Action will be separate and independent from Plain Action, but it will benefit from the expertise in delivery
and Plain Action’s strategic relationships and recognition established over recent years.
The LDS will deliver the following five strategic priorities identified during our consultation:
1. Increase the number of jobs and economic activity in the area.
2. Enhance the tourism experience in the area.
3. Increase agricultural productivity or increase efficiency.
4. Work with communities to enhance rural life.
5. Increase the economic return from woodland or forestry in the area.
Two cross cutting themes will link these priorities. VALAG recognises that whilst the area has many facets
of a typical rural area, it also has more idiosyncratic features which cut across and affect regeneration and
development:
 Micro-businesses – 77.5% of business in the SWLEP area employ less than 5 people.
 Environment – Wiltshire has a higher than national average of CO2 emissions.
These priorities and themes reflect the outcomes of the conversations, discussions and consultations with
the 57 communities, stakeholders, specialist organisations and local businesses. Over 450 people were
consulted. This bottom-up approach is combined in this LDS with an appreciation of EU2020, UK
Government policy particularly on rural development, Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership’s
(SWLEP) and Wiltshire Council's strategies including the ESIF and Strategic Economic Plan (SEP). The
LDS is illustrated by a detailed SWOT analysis made of the area that identifies opportunities and
weaknesses in the local economy.
Our bottom-up approach has identified that the programme can only be delivered alongside strong and
robust partnerships and organisations such as SWLEP, Wessex Chambers of Commerce, the Defence
College of Technical Training, the National Union of Farmers, Wiltshire Council and the tourist/heritage
sector. This work has already begun and the LDS gives details on how those partnerships will help deliver
the programme.
To make best use of scarce national LEADER funding, VALAG will share staff and managing agency with
PALAG. VALAG will lead by example and employ an apprentice from the beginning of the programme.
By sharing the existing experienced staff of PALAG, VALAG will be able, in forthcoming months, to finalise
membership, elect a chairman, undertake training of staff, members and appraisers, confirm and finalise
and implement its communications strategy, prepare programme documentation and finalise the LAG terms
of reference using the Code of Conduct guidance.
Finally, we would like to thank all those people who have worked on putting this LDS together.
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SECTION A – INTRODUCTION
Our Vision
Vale Action Local Action Group area is a rural area of villages and small towns typified by an economy of
small mixed farms and a diverse range of rural businesses. Its locality is attractive for commuting to major
surrounding conurbations of Swindon, Bath, Bristol, Gloucester and Cheltenham. Its dissection by the M4
and A350/A429 make it accessible and give rise to pressures on the quality of rural life, general
affordability, workspace and housing. It has become an attractive area for relocation of footloose modern
industries based around ICT, design, engineering and technology. It is an attractive area typified by
Cotswold landscape, heritage and building materials, but underperforms in terms of tourism.
The Vale Action LAG is based upon one of the three targeted zones within the Swindon and Wiltshire Local
Enterprise Partnership’s (SWLEP) Strategic Economic Plan. It encompasses the majority of the north west
corner of Wiltshire following the strategic A350 / A429 travel corridor which links the former industrial and
market towns from Warminster and Westbury to Chippenham and Malmesbury. This area has been
identified by SWLEP as an area for business expansion but at the same time has the highest concentration
of small farms within Wiltshire.
VALAG has considered its vision for the next programme and from, the consultation work carried out, has
identified two cross cutting themes which are:
1. Micro-businesses – “To support an expanding economy within the area by supporting rural
businesses including new businesses and innovative solutions”
2. Environment – “To seek opportunities to reduce carbon emissions in lifestyles or business activities”
These themes cut across much economic and community activity in the area, and will be reflected in the
way that VALAG makes its investments. During the 2015 - 2021 LEADER Programme period Vale Action’s
vision will be to see an increase in the number of rural jobs in the area and to support growth of the local
rural economy. Support for land-based industries including farming and forestry, creation of new
businesses, expansion of existing enterprises and improving the offer of tourism in the area, will be the
focus of support for the local economy.
The Vale Action area plays a key role in the growth strategies of the Swindon and Wiltshire Local
Enterprise Partnership. The A350 corridor running from Trowbridge north to the M4 junction is targeted for
business growth and the innovation centres of Malmesbury (Dyson), Corsham (Military communications
and digital cluster) and Lyneham (the Defence College of Technical Training) have the potential to attract
other high tech businesses.
VALAG took its vision out into the community to consult with the public at 7 public events, meeting over 400
people as well as 8 industry specialists and a selection of local organisations and stakeholders. This has
enabled VALAG to consider and put forward a programme of action and interventions which will see jobs
created, the rural economy in the area grow and at the same time help to maintain the unique local
environment.
SECTION B - THE VALE ACTION LAG AREA
The Vale Action Geographical Area
The LAG name comes from the Avon river vale which runs
from Tetbury in Gloucestershire south through Malmesbury,
Chippenham, Melksham, and Trowbridge before leaving
Wiltshire at Bradford on Avon to flow onward to Bristol.

Map 1: The location of the Vale Action LAG
Area within the South West.

Covering an area of 942km2 VALAG area encompasses the
majority of the north-west corner of Wiltshire with the A350
corridor being the recurring focus. The area is split between
rolling countryside with livestock farming predominant in the
eastern zone, as it has been for many hundreds of years,
and on the western side a strong influence of sheep farming
bordering onto the Cotswolds. The area is bordered by the
Cotswold AONB to the west and the North Wessex Downs
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AONB to the east and the Cotswold Water Park to the north.
Vale Action Local Action Group is linked throughout by the A350/A429 corridor running north from
Trowbridge up to the Cotswold Water Park. Upon leaving Trowbridge heading north it runs through
Melksham, skirts the historic village of Lacock (Lacock Abbey being a tourism hub with National Trust
presence and strong attractiveness to overseas visitors as a Harry Potter film location, as well as the
former residence of Fox Talbot the Victorian photographer), around Chippenham, before meeting the M4 at
Kington Langley. As the A429, it heads to Malmesbury before leaving Wiltshire and going into the Cotswold
Water Park. The A350 is one of the main north/south arterial routes taking commercial traffic to and from
south coast cities and the ferry port of Poole to the main communication routes of the M5 M6, M4 and M1.

Map 2 Vale Action Census Output Areas

Map 3 Vale Action location within Wiltshire
The Vale has small concentrated areas of military presence
with two airfields Keevil (reserve) and Hullavington (used by
civilian organisations), the communications centre at Corsham
(a workforce of 2,200) and the Defence College of Technical
Training (DCTT) at Lyneham which, when fully operational in
2017, will have a workforce of 500 and receive over 5000
students per year. Across the four sites a total MOD workforce
of over 8,000 from approx. one third of the total MOD
workforce in Wiltshire.

The Vale Action Population
The Vale Action area has a total eligible population of
117,9051 living in 57 parishes, of which 64,114 (54.4%) are
classed under the 2011 census data as living in rural areas.
The other 53,791(45.6%) live in the hub towns of Melksham,
Calne and Royal Wootton Bassett. There are two major conurbations, Chippenham and Trowbridge, the
County town and seat of administration for Wiltshire Council, with a combined population of 68,000 which
are not included in the eligible population figure. 19.35% of the population are aged below 18 (21.1%
across Wiltshire), whilst 61.79% are between the ages of 18 - 65yrs (60.7% across Wiltshire) and 16.26%
above the age of 65yrs2 (18% across Wiltshire).
Map 4 Map of military areas, stars identify the
location of the bases

The rural working population’s employment is not dominated by any single sectors. The wholesale/ retail/
motor sector at 14.65%3 accounts for the largest single group. 17% of this is in the Melksham area with its
three supermarkets and large agriculture store, with only 12.2% in the Devizes area.

1

ONS 2011 Census - (A supplementary document to this strategy provides details of the population extracted from the NOMIS
database using the Census Output Areas)
2
Census 2011
3
ONS 2011 Census
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Public administration and defence accounts for 10.15% of employment concentrated around Trowbridge
(Wiltshire Council), Corsham (military communications), Calne and Royal Wootton Bassett (RAF Lyneham /
DCTT). The hospitality and accommodation sector accounts for 5.86% with two significant concentrations,
along the western boundary of North Wessex Downs AONB in the Wiltshire Downs and at Cotswold Water
Park. Similarly the agricultural workforce is concentrated in the same areas in larger numbers of small
acreage farms. Agriculture accounts for 1.84% of the workforce.
Unemployment in the area is running at an average of 2.8%4 with Calne having the highest rate at 3.2%
and the lowest at 2.3% around Malmesbury. With the high tech and finance industries in Swindon, the MOD
at Corsham and research facilities in Malmesbury, it is not surprising that 30.8% of the workforce have a
level 4 qualification or above, but there are still 18.5% of those economically active without qualifications
and there remains a high requirement for training.
Whilst a smaller than average proportion of households (13.07%4 ) do not have access to a car (below the
Wiltshire 14.8% and the national figure of 18.9%) at VALAG public meetings lack of access to transport
was cited as a major problem, especially for young people accessing work, education or training.
The Vale Action Economy
Micro and small companies in the Vale Action Area
Micro 0-9

Small 10-49

825
405
1,040

0
45
35

1,145
180
360
835
95
245
1,630
535

85
5
60
5
0
0
25
10

5
115
170
285
270

0
0
45
0
0

8,140

315

Industry
A : Agriculture, forestry and fishing
C : Manufacturing
F : Construction
G : Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor
vehicles and motorcycles
H : Transportation and storage
I : Accommodation and food service activities
J : Information and communication
K : Financial and insurance activities
L : Real estate activities
M : Professional, scientific and technical activities
N : Administrative and support service activities
O : Public administration and defence; compulsory
social security
P : Education
Q : Human health and social work activities
R : Arts, entertainment and recreation
S : Other service activities
Total Businesses

Of the 22,4005 businesses in Wiltshire 71%
employ less than 9 employees whilst only
0.3% have over 250 employees1. The table
provides details of the micro and small
businesses in the area. These two
categories comprise over 98% of the
businesses in the area.
Importantly, over 60% of the top 100
Wiltshire companies are located in the Vale
Action area. Within the area 5.72% of the
workforce works from home, which is higher
than Wiltshire, at 5.2% and significantly
higher than the national figure of 4.6%. At a
number of the public and business
meetings the issue of rural home workers
was raised, especially with regard to the
need for high speed broadband (this is
being addressed by Wiltshire Council under
its Wiltshire Online initiative), access to
larger premises without moving to a town,
and basic services to support their business
operations, such as a local post office.

Businesses are concentrated around the main conurbations of Trowbridge, Chippenham, Melksham and
Malmesbury. At Melksham, Cooper Tire & Rubber are considering moving from their central town location
to the outskirts of the town, a development opportunity supported by SWLEP’s local growth deal. At
Malmesbury, Dyson have their UK research facilities and have just announced a £250m expansion to their
current facility, again with support from SWLEP and Wiltshire Council. Vale Action will seek to support the
strong local economy with a focus on smaller, rural enterprises, many of which are interconnected or have
their roots in the larger, leading businesses.
Following the recession, many investments are being made in the area, as it presents a good basis for
growth. For smaller businesses, the Rural Growth Network (RGN) supported incubation centres at Holt and
3D design centre at Lackham College near Chippenham will bring additional capacity and clustering. The
new Enterprise Network centre at Royal Wootton Bassett offers office space for incubating and microbusinesses to grow whilst another workspace is planned in Melksham supported by the Wiltshire Growth
4
5

ONS 2011 Census
Swindon and Wiltshire LEP – Local Economic Assessment 2013
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Hub. The discussions with the Wessex Association Chambers of Commerce highlighted that there is still a
need among micro and small businesses for office space and also for small workshop space to enable
home based businesses to step up to the next level.
The area contains a high number of small farm holdings with the 825 agricultural businesses accounting for
37.4% of all the total agricultural businesses in the county, with over half of the 60,500HA farmed given
over to livestock rearing or dairy farming6.
The investment by the MoD in data communications at Corsham has seen the area become a
communications and data centre, now employing over 4.5%7 of the population in the direct area. The area
and its professional competencies in ICT, data, security and digital development lends itself to growth, with
plans for a rail connection and a higher education hub foreseen by SWLEP policy-makers.
Tourism and the visitor economy see over 12.7million visitors coming into Wiltshire and accounts for over
21,000 jobs in the county8. There is a well-established heritage industry in the area for tourists, with four
National Trust properties: Westwood Manor at Trowbridge, The Courts at Holt, Great Chalfield Manor at
Melksham and Lacock Abbey at Lacock. Bowood House is a major centre for recreation, conferences and
hospitality on the outskirts of Chippenham and typifies the attractiveness of the area as a destination for
events. Three of the towns, Trowbridge, Chippenham and Royal Wootton Basset, have small museums
that would like to take advantage of any increase in tourists and Atwell Motor Museum at Melksham reflects
the long-term local specialisation towards auto-engineering and related firms led, in many ways by Avon
Rubber/ Cooper Tires with numerous offshoots and spin-out businesses. VALAG will address, with others,
the major challenge of how to create better value from the local offer for visitors. With the area being close
to the Cotswold AONB and the Cotswold Water Park it is not surprising over a third of the 13 four-star9 and
above hotels in Wiltshire are located in the Vale Action area.
SECTION C - INVOLVEMENT OF THE COMMUNITY AND CONSULTATION ACTIVITY UNDERTAKEN
Plain Action’s transition team undertook a consultation exercise in the area during February to July 2014,
expecting it to be part of the Plain Action Area. In July 2014, when it became apparent that due to the
overall population numbers this would not be the case, the consultation results were separated into the two
areas. The decision to divide the area was fully discussed and advised by Defra, (who have supported
Community First by increasing the amount granted for the development of Vale Action LAG), especially in
light of the option to request a derogation above the LEADER population seeming unlikely and not
encouraged.
The evidence that supports this LDS comes from the businesses and communities in the area and has
been collected from a variety of sources, businesses, specialist organisations, parish councils, Community
Areas and from a series of dedicated public meetings. The LDS is rooted in the community’s views taken at
these meetings, and corroborated following review of the large statistical evidence base from across the
LEP and VALAG areas..
The consultations were undertaken in five different ways;
1. Discussions with the Previous Plain Action Programme Beneficiaries: This was targeted at those
who had created jobs or were business orientated, and concentrated on how the previous programme
under Plain Action LAG operated and, as grant recipients, what they saw their future needs were. All
saw a future need for help with capital equipment or expansion of the premises. This included help in
moving to new premises and marketing. It was felt that VALAG should learn from the experience of
PALAG.
2. Public Meetings: 444 people were engaged with at public meetings utilising the local Community Area
structure. These initial briefings were followed by meetings with parish or town representatives. These
meetings brought responses about the needs of the local areas such as the creation of jobs and
6

Defra 2010 Agricultural figures
Wiltshire Census 2011 Corsham Community Area
8
Visit Wiltshire Business Plan 2012-15
9
Visit Wiltshire Accommodation Futures Survey 2014
7
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services but also about the local environment and growth in local economic sectors such as tourism
and land based sectors. In brief they identified key issues such as; funding for small businesses to start
up or expand, community facilities, renewable energy efficiency savings in energy use in businesses
and farming, increasing productivity, increasing income from tourism (including using land based
activities) and natural resources such as timber. This has allowed the following activities to be
identified:
 Help for start-up businesses and for business expansion, with expectant opportunity from the
military investment at Corsham and Lyneham. It is also expected that the large scale projects
being brought forward by SWLEP along their Zone 2 corridor will generate opportunities for
smaller businesses.
 Help for tourism, especially with accommodation and marketing, to be able to benefit from the
tourism associated with the three surrounding AONBs as well as Cotswold Water Park. Also, to
generate more direct tourism through enhancement to existing tourism activities, to create new
land based ones such as horse riding and walking.
 Help to preserve the environment of the area whilst recognising the economic growth potential
under the SWLEP SEP. Many local people saw this as an opportunity for economic activity linked
with tourism.
 Help to support or set up community facilities and services by community-based, social
enterprising and co-operative type business models. This point was raised at a number of
meetings where it was felt that the traditional model was no longer economically viable in many
rural areas and needed to be replaced with a community based one, such as community shops,
community transport, community-run pubs and multifunctional facilities. This would also include
provision of transport solutions to allow people to travel to employment.
 Help to provide local community based energy generation. Many communities were aware of the
opportunities of biomass and hydro power schemes that are already operating in the SWLEP
area and want to investigate if similar schemes would be suitable for them.
3

Meetings with Specialist Organisations: Within the area such as the Wessex Association of
Chambers of Commerce (Wessex Chambers), National Farmers Union and Forestry industry
representatives. These meetings provided details of the specialist needs of the sectors.
Wessex Chambers: Wessex Chambers is the umbrella organisation for all the Chambers in Wiltshire
and hold the contract for Wiltshire Business Support Service from Wiltshire Council. They are a key
delivery partner for both Gateway for Growth – the SWLEP Growth Hub, and the Rural Growth Network
funded by Defra. Our meetings discussed the priorities for the future programme and how VALAG
could work in partnership over the next five years.
Town Chambers of Commerce: Meetings were held with the four town Chambers of Commerce in
the area meeting over 50 local business operators. Their priorities include start-up funding, a small
grants programme (£500 to £5000), business expansion help, help in providing small offices or
workshops in villages.
National Farmers Union (NFU): Meetings have been held with the NFU, both with county
representatives and with farmers in the area. The NFU has also supplied LEADER groups with a
comprehensive guide on the needs of the farming community10. From the discussions VALAG has
identified the following areas from their identified needs to support in the future programme:
 Support for farmers and rural businesses to meet higher standards and develop innovative
opportunities to improve productivity
 To support agricultural benchmarking and efficiency tools
 To provide funding for business critical infrastructure
 To improve, and where possible shorten, the food supply chain by developing local solutions

6

NFU Priorities for LEADER Spend - July 2014
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 To support groups of farmers to develop coordinated catchment approaches that integrate water
quality, water storage, flood attenuation and improved biodiversity.
Forestry: A meeting was held with the Forestry Commission and independent foresters in the area.
The Forestry Commission has produced a guide for LAGs which identify priorities for the industry 11.
From our discussions VALAG has identified the following areas in their priorities to support in the future
programme:
 Woodland access for management
 Public recreation and tourism
 Timber processing
 Investing in collaboration
All farming and forestry projects will be discussed with DEFRA and Wiltshire council to ensure there is
no overlap with FFPS12 – where possible value-adding and complementary investments will be made.
Defence College of Technical Training Lyneham – Project Team: Following the departure of the
RAF from Lyneham air base in 2012, the MOD proposed the bringing together of five military technical
colleges on the base. A £215m contract was let at the end of 2013 to construct the first phase of the
college with students (the first of 5,000 per year) expected to start studies in later 2016. Discussions
with the Project Team identified the following areas where there are challenges to rural people living
and working in the area:
 Assistance to new and existing companies to take advantage of the college when it becomes
operational in a years’ time.
 Over the next five years, assistance for the specialist companies who will be moving to the area
to support the college.
 Assistance for proposed move of the REME Museum onto the college site to be seen as a
tourism attraction for the area.
Conversations with specialist organisations such as Link2Nature (Wiltshire’s Local Nature
Partnership) and Visit Wiltshire (Wiltshire’s Destination Management organisation) to provide details of
the specialist needs of the sectors. In particular it was found:

4



Visit Wiltshire recognise that more work needs to be undertaken to increase the number of tourists
staying overnight within the area. There are three critical areas to be addressed:
1. the enhancing of other attractions in the county,
2. the marketing of those attractions and
3. the provision of a range of accommodation.



Link2Nature (L2N), the Local Nature Partnership, is keen to get local communities more interested
in their landscape and environment, focusing on access to the countryside and the health and wellbeing benefits from related outdoor activities such as walking. L2N recognise that they have a role
in helping communities understand about climate change and to help them change, adapt and
mitigate.

5

Online survey organised by myenvolve website which provided 22 responses.

In addition to the above activities a number of community events in the area were attended to consult with
and to animate interested organisations and future beneficiaries. These have included the Living and
Working in Wiltshire Fair in July 2014 for service personnel leaving the armed forces, the Wiltshire
Community Buildings Fair in May 2014 for committees of community buildings including shops and pubs,
as well as village halls, and the Wiltshire Community Area Partnerships forum in April 2014 which brings
together the Chairs of all the partnerships.

11

Supporting the South West Forestry Sector – Guidance for LEADER Local Action Groups - June 2014

12

Farming and Forestry Productivity Scheme
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Evidence Base for Vale Action LDS
Community Area Plans and Joint Strategic Assessments13: VALAG covers the Community Areas of
Bradford on Avon, Calne, Chippenham, Corsham, Devizes, Malmesbury, Melksham, Royal Wootton
Bassett and Trowbridge. Each Community Area has its own area plan which has been prepared with the
community. The following table provides details of the priorities identified in each, which VALAG will be
working to address in the 2015-20 programme.
Priority
Assisting businesses to start
Increasing employment in retail and business

Use of redundant buildings for employment
Transport schemes for young people to access
employment
Retaining local services such as village shops
Improving local food sales including farm produce
Increasing numbers of low cost tourist
accommodation and expanding the tourist offer in
the area
Community energy projects

Community Area
Malmesbury, Melksham, Royal Wootton Bassett,
Trowbridge
Bradford on Avon, Calne, Corsham, Chippenham,
Devizes, Malmesbury, Melksham, Royal Wootton
Bassett, Trowbridge
Calne, Corsham, Malmesbury
Malmesbury, Corsham, Devizes
Calne, Corsham, Malmesbury, Melksham
Bradford on Avon, Calne, Corsham, Devizes,
Malmesbury, Melksham, Royal Wootton Bassett
Bradford on Avon, Calne, Corsham, Chippenham,
Devizes, Malmesbury, Melksham, Royal Wootton
Bassett, Trowbridge
Chippenham, Corsham

In bringing together the research and consultations VALAG identified a number of recurring priorities that
reinforced the initial considerations for the 2015 - 2021 programme:
 Increasing local employment and increasing the local economy
 Achieving greater economic return from the land based industries
 Increasing the economic return from tourism
 Reduction in CO2 emissions and low cost energy solutions
Desk Top Research
The following documents were used to inform the strategy:













Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership - Business Plan 2012 -2015
Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership – ESIF strategy 2014
Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership – Strategic Economic Plan 2014
Swindon and Wiltshire Local Economic Assessment – November 2013
Wiltshire Council – Working Towards a Core Strategy 2012
Wiltshire Council – Joint Strategic Assessment – 2013
Wiltshire Community Area Plans and Joint Strategic Assessments.
MoD Army 2020 Vision
EU 2020
Defra’s national priorities for rural development
Link2Nature – Strategic Plan 2013
Visit Wiltshire – Business Plan 2012/15

SECTION D – THE STRATEGY
VALAG believes that the Local Development Strategy, with its five identified priorities and two cross-cutting
themes of Micro Business and Environment, will deliver a sustainable programme over the next 6.25 years,
to provide an increase in jobs and the economic activity within the Vale Action area.

13

Wiltshire council Community Area Plans
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The PALAG members (on behalf of VALAG) throughout 2013 and 2014 have discussed the future
programme and identified a number of issues with regard to the area during the future programme:
 The impact that the change in the economic development offer and the emergence of SWLEP,
Local Growth Funds, Growth Hub, City Deal and ESIF will bring to the area,
 existing funding initiatives by Wiltshire Council such as Rural Growth Network,
 the close proximity of three Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty as well as the Cotswold Water
Park,
 the military investment at the communications centre in Corsham and the Defence College of
Technical Training.
With this in mind PALAG members saw opportunities to help businesses start up or expand, to take
advantage of the military expansion. Inward investment will also bring opportunities for people and
businesses in the area. VALAG will play a role in helping communities provide the services needed to
ensure long term sustainability, to work with organisations to maintain the environment and heritage to
promote increased tourism activity. As part of this work the following SWOT analysis was prepared.
A “SWOT” analysis of the Vale Action Area
In preparing the strategy VALAG has undertaken a SWOT analysis, reviewed national and local strategies,
considered the consultation feedback (set out in Section C) and appraised the six RDPE priorities.
Strengths
 Military presence provides job opportunities
 A growing commercial base
 Area has a reputation for “innovation” industries – with large numbers of high-value manufacturing,
advanced engineering and ICT sector businesses
 Defence and security-related high speed broadband and data communications to Corsham area
 Good communication road and rail links A350, M4, intercity Links to London, Bristol and the west
country
 Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership (SWLEP) has a strong strategy for economic
development along the A350
 Has a strong community network of Area Boards established by Wiltshire Council
 Has active parish/town councils within the Wiltshire Association of Local Councils
 Has a vibrant network of Chambers of Commerce, which includes the umbrella organisation Wessex
Association of Chambers of Commerce running the Wiltshire Business Support Service for Wiltshire
Council and SWLEP
 Emerging strong Tourism Destination Management organisation “Visit Wiltshire”
 Established suites of offices for business incubation
Weaknesses
 Property prices above the national average
 Current broadband speed across most of the area is very low
 Public transport services are weak in areas
 Retained visitor numbers in the area are low
 Limited family tourist accommodation
 Growing elderly population in danger of becoming isolated
 Many people live but do not work in the area
 Lack of small low cost workshop space
 Large areas are “off gas”
Opportunities
 Successful bids for funding by Wiltshire Council and SWLEP on the back of which SMEs can grow
 An £253m MOD expansion at the Lyneham Defence College of Technical Training in the area will
provide additional business opportunities
 A farming community looking to increase yields by the use of technology
 An underutilised forestry sector
 An emerging local food and produce sector “Taste Wiltshire”
 Following upgrade of the broadband increased opportunities for businesses to operate in rural areas
 Opportunities for eco fuels in “off gas” areas
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Threats
 Unable to attract skilled workforce for business and economic expansion
 High cost of housing puts off people moving to the area
 Delays in the high speed broadband rollout which may put off companies moving to the area
Vale Action’s 5 Priority Objectives
From the consultations, and taking account of the locally adopted priorities and strategies, five priorities for
the future programme in the Vale Action Area have been identified. VALAG will approve projects in
fulfilment of its five priority objectives, ensure that activities complement and support initiatives from other
public funding and investment streams, and demand that projects add value to the benefit of the local
communities. VALAG has worked to ensure that in its plans for investments, that at least 70% of project
funding will directly support the rural economy whilst the remaining 30% will also demonstrate a
contribution to improving the local economy.
The five priority objectives identified by VALAG for project investments are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Increase the number of jobs and economic activity in the area.
Enhance the tourism experience in the area.
Increase agricultural productivity or increase efficiency.
Work with communities to enhance rural life.
Increase the economic return from woodland or forestry in the area.

Vale Action’s Cross Cutting Themes
To encourage robust decision-making and full impact of investments that are relevant to the area, the
consultation identified two cross-cutting themes for the programme:
Micro Businesses
“To support an expanding economy within the area by supporting rural businesses including new
businesses and innovative solutions to creating employment”
The vast majority of rural businesses are micro enterprises employing less than five people. Many are
small underperforming businesses or newly self-employed, where businesses are often remote,
isolated, far from markets or resource inefficient14. They also find difficulty in recruiting skilled staff
which is often as a result of a combination of factors including over-stretched business leaders, rurality
and reduced capacity to train and upskill existing staff. By working with the Wiltshire Business Support
Service, the business support and skills brokerage proposed in SWLEPs ESIF, the National Farmers
Union and the Forestry Commission, interventions can be made that can increase the economy.
Environment
“To seek opportunities to reduce carbon emissions in lifestyles or business activities”
There is evidence of poor resource efficiency and the environmental impacts of business/lifestyles has
resulted in Wiltshire still having high CO2 emissions in comparison with the rest of England15. By
working with businesses, Link2Nature, National Farmers Union and the Forestry Commission, a range
of activities can be undertaken that can reduce carbon emissions.
Vale Action’s Priorities, Programmes of Activity and Outputs
From the consultations that were undertaken, and taking account of the locally adopted priorities and
strategies, five priorities for the future programme in the Vale Action Area have been identified. The table
below provides details of each priority, the targets groups, comparison with RDPE priorities, the activities to
be undertaken, proposed expenditure and outputs.

14
15

Swindon and Wiltshire LEP – Local Economic Assessment 2013
Wiltshire Wildlife Trust – State of the Environment Wiltshire and Swindon 2012
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1.

Increase the number of jobs and economic activity in the area.

Background: The A350 corridor is one of three key spatial zones within the SWLEP economic strategies
for growth in Wiltshire, where they are looking to support the expansion of key firms in the area at
Melksham and Malmesbury. Whilst at the same time taking account of the military expansion around
Corsham and Lyneham.
Target groups: This will focus on start-up businesses and expansion of businesses looking to benefit
from the expansion of the economic activity identified by SWLEP along the A350 corridor. This largely
rural area, interspersed with former industrial towns of west Wiltshire, is considered to be similar in terms
of turnover and GVA per job to Swindon16. The establishment of the DCTT at Lyneham and development
of the business base in Corsham to take advantage of strong ICT, large data connectivity and security
presence, alongside investment in education and rail connectivity is a long-term development which will
create new business opportunities the area. The tourist opportunities in the area, and adjacent to it in
AONBs, is also an untapped and developmental opportunity for economic growth.
RDPE Priorities: Support for increasing farm productivity: Support for micro and small enterprises and
farm diversification. Measures 4, 6 & 7
Activities:
New Businesses: By working with Wiltshire Business Support Service the town Chambers of Commerce
and Wiltshire Council’s The Enterprise Network (TEN - The Swindon and Wiltshire Rural Growth Network)
to put into place a programme that will attract entrepreneurs wishing to set up new businesses. By doing
so, VALAG will be able to offer a complete package to applicants, advice to help set up from the Wiltshire
Business Support Service, mentors from the town Chambers of Commerce, accommodation from TEN
and funding from Vale Action.
Existing Businesses: By working with Wiltshire Business Support Service, Visit Wiltshire, National
Farmers Union and the Forestry Commission to identify businesses that wish to expand or diversify. The
partners concerned bring their expertise to assist applicants in the preparation of an application, with
funding for the project coming from Vale Action.
Pipeline projects: Conversation of a workshop into smaller workshops for start-up businesses, purchase
of machinery for a stone mason to increase capacity, expansion of a farm shop both for direct sales but to
include other rural sales such as basket work and a saddler.
Potential projects: Assistance to set up offices/workshops for new businesses, the purchase of capital
equipment to increase productivity or provide efficiencies. Diversification by farmers into other sectors
such as tourism and leisure activities. Purchase of IT equipment and software to allow business growth.
Local transport solutions to get people to and from work. Supporting local networks. Supporting land
based industries to access new markets. Support for creative business activities.
Investment: RDPE £450,000 Other £450,000
Outputs:
Measure

Projects

Holdings
Benefiting
0
0
0

4
12
6
10
7
2
A
Outcomes:
 Increase in the number of rural jobs
 Increase in the rural economy
 Increase in the business start-up rate
 Retention of people in the local community
16

Businesses
Benefiting
20
18
2

SWLEP – Local Economic Assessment - 2013
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Individuals
Benefiting
0
0
4

Jobs
Created
30
8
4

Jobs
Safeguarded
10
5
0

2.

Enhance the tourism experience in the area

Background: Being adjacent to the two AONBs and the Cotswold Water Park to the north the area is
seen as a focus for increasing the tourism offer in the area by the local communities. SWLEP recognise
within their economic strategies the importance of the tourism industry, and Visit Wiltshire in their business
plan have identified LEADER groups as partners to help increase activity. The large number of small
farmers in the area will also be focused on opportunities for diversification.
Target groups: This will focus on new and expanding tourist activities, support functions such as
accommodation, restaurants, food and drink providers, cultural and heritage activities. Agriculture sector
diversification, especially given the numbers of smaller farms - the need for economic viability could make
farmers beneficiaries.
RDPE Priorities: Support for rural tourism; Support for cultural and heritage activities. Measures 4, 6 & 7
Activities: Working with Visit Wiltshire, communities, the tourist attractions and the National Farmers
Union make funding available, with the emphasis on the retaining tourists within the area.
Potential projects: Improvement or expansion of facilities at tourist attractions. Provision of a range of
accommodation. Assistance with new attractions. Restoration of heritage buildings. Assistance with
cultural activities. Support events based on heritage and cultural activities. Promotion of leisure activities.
Activities that will extend the length of the season. Assist with craft, food and drink industries to increase
tourism. Working with Taste Wiltshire, Wealth of Wiltshire and Visit Wiltshire brands to identify
opportunities for funding.
Investment: RDPE £425,000 Other £425,000
Outputs:
Measure

Projects

Existing Tourism
Activities
Supported
4
0
0

4
7
6
4
7
2
A
Outcomes:
 Increased tourist night stays
 Increased tourist numbers
 Increased income from tourism
 Increased variety of tourist activities
 Greater satisfaction from tourist of their stay in Wiltshire.

3.

New Tourism
Activities
Supported
3
4
2

Potential
Additional
Overnight Stays
500
200
100

Increase agricultural productivity or increase efficiency

Background: Discussions with the NFU and farmers in the area have identified that there are a large
number of small farms in the area. For many of these whose incomes are low the purchase of capital
investment may be too expensive. Although there are some examples in the area of equipment sharing, or
joint purchase for items such as harvesters there are opportunities to expand this. Fuel costs were
identified as a high overhead for many farms. The prohibitive investment costs of bio digesters and solar
cell installations were seen as opportunities/ threats to reduce these costs. It is also an area where
farming businesses have diversified and innovated into agri-tech.
Target groups: This will focus on the smaller farmers within the area, to help them fund either capital
equipment for installation of information technology or agri-tech including opportunities for water retention
and energy production
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RDPE Priorities: Support for increasing farm productivity, Measures 4 & 6
Activities: To work with, and make grants to, farmers and the agricultural sector.
improved production techniques and production efficiencies.

Investments for

Potential projects: The purchase of GPS systems for small farms to enable better recording and to
monitor/control fertiliser use, small scale energy production to supply, for example, a milking parlour, and
help with surface water retention including water testing, collaborative working. Purchase of equipment to
provide better efficiencies, for example cattle holding equipment.
Investment: RDPE: £200,000 Other £200,000
Outputs:
Measure

Projects

Holdings
benefiting
6
3

Businesses
Benefiting
6
3

Individuals
Benefiting
15
9

4
6
6
3
A
Outcomes:
 Increased viability of the smaller farms in the area
 Greater yield returns
 The ability to withstand changing weather patterns (food security)

4.

Jobs
Created
4
0

Jobs
Safeguarded
12
6

Work with communities to enhance rural life.

Background: Of the 57 communities in the Vale Action area there are 43 with less than 3000 population
of these 31 have less than 1,000 population, whilst 9 have less than 300 population17. The two large
conurbations of Trowbridge and Chippenham in the area, and the close proximity to Swindon has seen
many of the rural communities in the area expand, but with employment based outside the community.
Over the last five years communities have seen reductions in the services they receive and are looking at
innovative ways in which services can be maintained, for example, community owned shops and pubs.
voluntary transport services and local food initiatives. During the consultations many communities spoke
about the wish to investigate local energy generation over the programme period.
Target groups: Working with communities VALAG will focus on ensuring access to basic services such
as shops and transport. VALAG will also support community driven energy schemes.
RDPE Priorities: Provision of rural services. Measures 4 & 7
Activities: To engage with the Community Area Partnerships and the Wiltshire Association of Local
Councils to identify and invest in community schemes. Also to use the Community Area meetings to
discuss with communities on a regular basis, at least annually, issues that can benefit from an intervention
from Vale Action
Potential projects: Provision of community shops and pubs. Installation of small scale community energy
schemes. Enhancing the use of buildings for employment, tourism and cultural activities. To support rural
crafts and activities such as festivals.
Investment: £150,000 Other £150,000

17

Wiltshire Council’s Communities Joint Strategic Assessments
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Outputs:
Measure

Projects

Villages/communities Jobs Created
benefiting
5
0
8
6

4
1
7
5
A
Outcomes:
 Local service are retained or enhanced
 CO2 emissions reduced

5.

Jobs
Safeguarded
0
0

Population
Benefiting
8,000
10,000

Increase the economic return from woodland or forestry in the area

Background: There are nearly two hundred smaller woods18 in the VALAG area, of which the majority are
not currently managed. Research undertaken by the Forestry Commission shows that if managed
properly, this activity could be of a significant economic benefit to the area.19
Target groups: Land owners or tenants with small woodlands and forestry management companies.
RDPE Priorities: Support for increasing forestry productivity. Measures 4, 6 & 8
Activities: To work with landowners/tenants, the Forestry Commission and local forestry consultants to
identify, in the first instance woodland currently not being efficiently managed, then to discuss with owners
in ways of increasing the return from their woodland through investment.
Potential projects: Purchase of specialist equipment to access smaller woodlands, co-operative working
between landowners to maximise returns, assistance to access alternative markets for the products
including the purchase of equipment. Wood fuel and biomass projects, coppicing of woodland, creation of
storage area.
Investment: RDPE £130,000 Other £130,000
Outputs:
Measure
4
6
7

Projects
4
2
2

Forest/woodland
holdings benefiting
8
4
4

Jobs Created

Jobs safeguarded

4
0
2

4
4
2

It is anticipated that most of these interventions will be of small value enabling the purchase of capital
equipment. Job creation will come from businesses needing additional labour rather than setting up new
businesses.
A

Outcomes:
 Better utilisation of the woodlands
 Greater economic return from the woodlands
 Better supply chains
 Land owners with small woodlands understanding the economic value

VALAG believe that the above programme and activities through Priorities 1, 2 and 5 will target 88.8% of
the available grant funding to directly support the rural economy and 11.2% will contribute to improving the
local rural economy in the Vale Action LAG area. The table below provides an overview of the Vale Action’s
LDS, including the intended impacts and outcomes.

18

Forestry Commission / Woodland Trust records of woodlands

19

Forestry Commission – Supporting the South West Sector 2014
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Contextual conditions

Intended Impacts

Vale Action is an area of Wiltshire enclosed by Salisbury Plain to the south, Cotswold AONB to the west,
Cotswold Water Park to the north and North Wessex Downs AONB to the east. Running north/south is the
arterial A350 trunk road which is one of the main routes from the south coast to the midlands, M4, M5/6 and
M1. Set within the Avon Vale there is a rural population of 64,114 and an urban population of 53,791. The
area includes the county town of Trowbridge in which Wiltshire Council’s headquarters are located. Two of
SWLEPs innovation centres are within the area and it is seen by SWLEP as an area for business expansion
and growth

More resilient communities,
Increased or improved rural
services.
A better standard of living in
rural areas.
Movement of businesses to
rural areas.
Reduced travel times by
having more local
employment.
Reduction in the number of
unemployed.

Key policy conditions

EU and HMG Rural Policies including the RDPE six priorities.
Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership’s strategy for the area identifies the role of the military,
innovation, business growth, tourism and transport.
Wiltshire Council’s strategic policy identifies job creation especially among the youth sector.
NFU and Forestry Commission priorities for the area.
Visit Wiltshire and Link2Nature Priorities.
The priorities identified through the consultation process.

Objectives

Intended Outcomes

By working through the priorities set out in this LDS, to see an increase in the economic activity in
the area through the creation of new businesses, expansion of existing businesses, growth in the
tourism sector, efficiencies and diversification within the land based sector, thus creating resilient
sustainable rural communities.

A growth in the number of new
businesses.
Businesses being helped to
expand.
Diversification in the farming
industry.
Increased use of the natural
resources of the area.
Increase in business growth
due to implementation of
efficiencies.
Reduction by businesses on
the reliance of fossil fuels.

Rational

Inputs

Activities

Outputs

By helping to fund
economic and
innovative activities
at a local level a
rural community can
become more
sustainable

LEADER funding
Match Funding.
Business and
community
involvement in the
decision process.

Programmes of
project development
targeted at the RDPE
and consultation
priorities.

60 projects
66 Jobs
43 jobs safeguarded
68businesses benefiting
800 Tourist nights

SECTION E – EVIDENCE OF ALIGNMENT WITH SWLEP ACTIVITY AND OTHER ACTIVITY
Alignment with Local Strategies
VALAG seeks to understand and align its activities with strategies already agreed by both Wiltshire Council
and SWLEP.
Wiltshire Council: Working Towards A Core Strategy For Wiltshire, Pre Submission Document
February 2012
Within Wiltshire Council’s Core Strategy there are 6 Strategic Objectives; VALAG will meet them in the
following way:







Strategic objective 1: delivering a thriving economy
VALAG will seek to increase jobs and the rural economy
Strategic objective 2: addressing climate change
VALAG will work with communities and businesses to reduce CO2 emissions
Strategic objective 3: providing everyone with access to a decent, affordable home.
VALAG, by providing jobs and increasing the rural economy, will aid people into housing
Strategic objective 4: helping to build resilient communities
VALAG, by increasing the rural economy, will help to build those resilient communities.
Strategic objective 5: protecting and enhancing the natural, historic and built environment
VALAG will take into account the need to protect the natural and historic environment, whilst
recognising it as an asset, especially within tourism
Strategic objective 6: ensuring that adequate infrastructure is in place to support our communities.
VALAG strategy allows for working with communities to ensure adequate infrastructure is in
place

Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership
European Structural and Investment Fund Strategy 2014 - 20
SWLEP’s ESIF strategy identifies the following areas of priority for its allocation of ERDF, ESF and EAFRD
monies:
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Military-Civilian Integration: (MCI)
Key Sectors
SME growth
Low carbon
Social inclusion

From these high level SWLEP visions, the ESIF provides details of activities, which are grouped into 4
areas:
 SME Growth
 Innovation for Sustainable Growth
 Skills of Growth
 Skills for Inclusion
Of these, there are a number of activities which lend themselves to complementary and value-adding
investments by VALAG. These include at Activity 1.1 - a business support service/ growth hub, and at 1.2
and 1.3 for specialised support for rural tourism and food and drink sectors respectively. Elsewhere,
VALAG investments could help businesses spinning-out from the Innovation Centres such as those at
Corsham and Lyneham. Activity 2.3 (innovation for natural capital) will seek to make commercial
investments from opportunities presented by the natural capital, and again Vale Action foresees a
complementary approach to support precursor, successor and value-adding projects – to find value in
forestry and landscape assets for use by tourism and land-based businesses.
The Local Action Groups within Wiltshire have been embraced by SWLEP and each is represented at the
SWLEP Rural Economy Group. Vale Action will benefit from the Plain Action staff and members joining
task groups as an active participant in the preparation of the SWLEP’s ESIF strategy. However VALAG
recognises that there are areas in the activities of both ESIF and LEADER programmes that could lead to
duplication. It is therefore the intention of VALAG to keep SWLEP staff informed on a regular basis of the
VALAG programme and the projects it intends to fund.
The sharing of Wiltshire Council as Accountable Body by SWLEP and Vale Action, as well as the Council’s
role in implementing and accounting for the ESIF and Local Growth investments will allow for clear lines of
communication and a shared effort on strategic alignment that works for adding value and against
duplication.
Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) 2015 - 2020
SWLEP have identified the following key sectors as priorities for them over the next six years within their
SEP. Against each have been listed the priorities for Vale Action:
 Advanced engineering and manufacturing: - VALAG Priority 1 – working with businesses to take
advantage of efficiencies and opportunities to increase production or diversify into new areas, thus
creating jobs and increasing the local economy.


Military and defence: - VALAG Priority 1 – assisting businesses to take advantage of the
opportunities offered by the DTCC at Lyneham and the Communications Centre at Corsham



Information economy (including digital and information technology): - VALAG Priorities 1, 2 & 3 –
helping to fund the use of technology in businesses and within the land based sector



Professional and business services: - VALAG Priority 1 -The SWLEP area has a concentration in
this sector – Vale Action anticipates newer and smaller multi-competence services in the area



Tourism: - VALAG Priority 1 & 2 – funding initiatives to enhance the visitor experience including
provision of accommodation upgrading of existing and new attractions



Land-Based industries including food: - VALAG Priority 4,& 5 – assistance to increase the economic
return on woodlands, assisting food and drink producers into new markets and expansion of the
their operations.
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In its SEP, SWLEP have identified a number of key locations where they intend to target their resources,
those relevant to the work of Vale Action have been shown below.

Map showing the three key special
areas for SWLEP in the Vale Action
area, Zone 2, the A350 corridor from
the south of Trowbridge up to
Malmesbury and the western fringe
of Swindon covering the rural areas
of Cricklade and Royal Wootton
Bassett.

Map showing the transport issues
that SWLEP will be working with in
the Vale Action area including
Bradford on Avon, Trowbridge,
Calne,
Melksham,
Chippenham,
Corsham and Malmesbury. The local
sustainable transport element of the
Growth Deal will bring improvements
to the Chippenham rail interchange.

Map showing the military sites that
the SWLEP will be working with
which
includes
Corsham
and
Lyneham.

Map showing the innovation sites
SWLEP will be supporting in their
programme. Within the Vale Action
area are the Corsham, Malmesbury
and Lyneham areas

SECTION F – FINANCIAL PLAN
All management and administration accounting will be undertaken by Community First who will employ
Vale Action staff. Community First have carried out this role for Plain Action over the past two programmes
since 2002 and fully understand the needs and requirements for the expenditure, record keeping and claim
procedures required under the European funding rules.
As detailed previously it is proposed that Plain Action and Vale Action will share staff costs. For the
purposes of this proposal direct staff costs, office costs and overheads have been split on a 50/50 basis
(Plain Action has an indicative funding of £1.658m). Direct costs such as publicity and animation have been
allocated to each LAG. It is intended that were possible efficiencies’ costs will be made by sharing
resources. Within Section D details of the expenditure against the Vale Action’s priorities are given. The
financial profile is based on the following assumptions:
 Length of programme – 1st January 2015 to 31st March 2021;
 Management and Administration cost at 18% of total programme budget;
 Indicative funding of £1.654m
 Match funding is shown at 50%
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LEADER 2014-2020
Local Development Strategy Application
Estimated Financial Profile
1. Applicant Details
Vale Action
Wiltshire Council

Local Action Group:
Accountable Body:

2. Financial Profile
Expenditure Forecast (£)
Financial Year

Total
2014/2015 2015/2016 2016/2017 2017/2018 2018/2019 2019/2020 2020/2021 programme

Policy Priority
Support for increasing farm
productivity
Support for micro and small
enterprises and farm
diversification
Support for rural tourism

RDPE

£20,000

£75,000

£80,000

£75,000

£250,000

Private

£20,000

£75,000

£80,000

£75,000

£250,000

RDPE

£50,000

£80,000

£100,000

£100,000

£40,000

£30,000

£400,000

Private

£50,000

£80,000

£100,000

£100,000

£40,000

£30,000

£400,000

RDPE

£60,000

£100,000

£100,000

£50,000

£16,000

£326,000

Private

£60,000

£100,000

£100,000

£50,000

£16,000

£326,000

RDPE

£30,000

£30,000

£30,000

£30,000

£30,000

£150,000

Private

£15,000

£15,000

£15,000

£30,000

£30,000

£105,000

Public

£15,000

£15,000

£15,000

£45,000

RDPE

£50,000

£50,000

£100,000

Private

£50,000

£50,000

£100,000

RDPE

£20,000

£55,000

£55,000

£130,000

Private

£20,000

£55,000

£55,000

£130,000

Public

Public

Public
Provision of rural services

Support for cultural and
heritage activity
Support for increasing forestry
productivity

Public

Public
Running costs and
animation

Sub Totals

RDPE

£13,596

£48,339

£48,444

£49,714

£49,518

£50,204

£37,905

£297,720

RDPE

£13,596

£403,444
£340,000
£15,000
£758,444

£464,714
£400,000
£15,000
£879,714

£359,518
£310,000

£136,204
£86,000

£67,905
£30,000

£13,596

£208,339
£145,000
£15,000
£368,339

£669,518

£222,204

£97,905

£1,653,720
£1,311,000
£45,000
£3,009,720

0.82%

13.42%

37.82%

65.92%

87.66%

95.89%

100.00%

Private
Public

Grand Total
Year RDPE Spend %

LEADER Financial Profile (V1.0) Page 1 of 1

The table below provides details of the associated outputs for the above funding.

LEADER Funding
Total Investment
No of projects
No Holdings / businesses
benefiting
No Individuals benefiting
No Jobs created
No Jobs safeguarded
No new and existing tourism
activities helped
No of new overnight stays

Increasing
forestry
productivity

Culture and
Heritage activity

Rural Services

Rural Tourism

Increasing farm
productivity

Output Indicator / Result

Micro and small
enterprises and
farm
diversification

Estimated outputs and Results 2015 - 2021

TOTALS

£250,000

£400,000

£326,000

£150,000

£100,000

£130,000

£1,356,000

£500,000

£800,000

£650,000

£300,000

£200,000

£260,000

£2,710,000

9

22

8

6

7

8

60

9

30

13

10

16

78

21

21

4

30

18

15

10

6

10

6

66

10

43

2

9

11

500

300

800

No communities benefiting
No Population benefiting
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13

13

18,000

18,000

The programme life: VALAG recognise that this is only the start of the journey and that careful and
thorough monitoring of its actions and progress will be required. It is proposed that continuous monitoring
against financial spend and the projected outputs will be undertaken, allowing any variation to be quickly
addressed. On an annual basis a full review of the progress of the LDS will be undertaken and action taken
to address any deviation. However, opportunities may arise that will require the LDS to be revised; this will
be done in consultation with the Accountable Body and local RDT staff.
Use of grants, procurement or other types of financial support
It is expected that all match funding will be provided by applicants. This funding is anticipated to be in the
main from the private sector, although organisations such as the Frederick’s Foundation and The Princes
Trust have provided match funding in Wiltshire, and there is likely to be a ‘mixed economy.’ For the
heritage, cultural and rural services, funding may come from local government, public-private bodies or
charitable trusts. It is expected that VALAG will not undertake any direct procurement of project work.
Where procurement by VALAG is required to deliver the programme it will adopt the procurement policy
and procedures of Wiltshire Council, the Accountable Body.
SECTION G – PROPOSED CO-OPERATION ACTIVITY
Vale Action is considering two co-operation activities, one associated with farming and one with the food
and drink sector.
With the high number of small farmers within the area, members would like to identify a similar area in
Europe, where there are similar sized farms adjacent to a large conurbation to compare their working
practices, their yields and how they relate to the local markets. VALAG would work with the National
Farmers Union and the Countryside Landowners Association to prepare a brief for the project and identify
outcomes.
The second co-operation project concerns food and drink and will be a joint project with Plain Action. Within
Wiltshire there is considerable drive to form a membership organisation of local food and drink producers
and retailers to take forward the Taste Wiltshire brand promoting locally grown and produced produce, both
within the county and outside it. Members, and the group driving the project, are keen to learn from, and
work with, other areas that are proposing this type of initiative.
SECTION H – THE LOCAL ACTION GROUP PARTNERSHIP
Membership
Vale Action Local Action Group is being sponsored by the Plain Action Local Action Group and was created
in early July 2014. Following discussions with Defra staff concerning derogation, population limits for Plain
Action and treatment of hub towns, a decision was made to split the proposed operational area into two
LAGs.
The Legacy Group of Plain Action took the lead in setting up Vale Action whilst members were identified.
This has allowed Vale Action to draw upon Plain Action’s 12 years of experience bringing together people
from across the LAG area, and has enabled members in the area to be identified quickly through the
contacts of the members and organisations with which Plain Action works.
There will be two groups: The Partnership Management Group (PMG) and Public Consultation Group
(PCG).
These groups will operate in the following manner:
The Partnership Management Group (PMG) The PMG will be responsible for overall management and
direction of the programme. The table summarises its role, modus operandi and membership. The largest
category is local people representing their Community Areas. These are local business people, from the
voluntary sector, health services, emergency services and other interested individuals, who help devise
policies to be discussed and introduced by the Councillors in each Community Area.
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A formal partnership agreement, modelled on a Wiltshire Council template, will constitute the governing
document for the Group and define the members’ roles. The new EU Code of Conduct will be considered in
devising the governing document.
Out of the 20 proposed members/organisations, 10 positions are already filled – bringing onto the PMG
three Community Area members, one from each of DCTT, TEN, Wessex Chambers, NFU and three more
independent individuals with business experience. To help the PMG settle and establish, experienced Plain
Action members, Wessex Chambers and NFU officers will attend meetings alongside Vale Action
representatives for the first six meetings. Discussions are well advanced with one of the new independent
members for them to chair the initial meetings of the PMG, after which there will be a formal election of the
chairman.
Currently Vale Action does not have direct representation from SWLEP, but as part of the joint working the
two Plain Action members, a deputy and full member, from the SWLEP Board, have agreed to receive
papers and advise Vale Action until direct membership from SWLEP is arranged. In addition the
Programme Manager sits on the SWLEP Rural Economy Group.
In reaching decisions with regard to funding and procedures the PMG will work with both the Accountable
Body and RDT staff from Defra.
THE PARTERSHIP MANAGEMENT GROUP (PMG)
Organisations
No. Statutory
Chairing /
represented
Business
meeting
Community frequency
Community Areas
8
Business/
Chair will
Community be elected
annually
Defence College of
1
Statutory.
by the
Technical Trainingmembers.
Lyneham
Meetings
Wilts Council (Cllr)
1
Statutory.
quarterly
Countryside
1
Business
plus on ad
Landowners
hoc basis
Association
as
Wessex Association 1
Business
required.
of Chambers of
Commerce
TEN The Rural
1
Business
Enterprise Network
Community First
1
Community
(Voluntary Sector)
Association of
1
Business
Tenant Farmers or
NFU
Tourism /heritage
1
Heritage /
Tourism
Forestry Industry
1
Business
Individuals
3
Various

Role

General Comments

Overall
direction of the
Programme.
Supporting
achievement of
objectives.
Commissioning
work and
approving
projects/
activities.

Each of the organisations
represented will appoint
annually.
Up to 3 individuals will be
appointed annually by the
PMG for their rural
development expertise,
previous experience of Local
Action / LEADER, and
knowledge of Vale Action’s
areas of activity.

Decision making process – general
The PMG will meet bi monthly and on an ad hoc basis as required. The PMG will be the ultimate decision
making body. It may delegate authority on other matters to ad hoc working groups as required; it does not
expect to establish any standing subcommittees.
Conflicts of interest
Conflicts of interest and vested interests are inevitable in a partnership programme such as LEADER,
operating in a relatively small geographic area. Conflicts are likely to arise in one of two ways – a
member/represented organisation on the PMG being involved in delivering a potential project or work
programme, or a member/represented organisation benefiting from a potential project/work programme. All
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conflict of interest eventualities will be covered in the partnership agreement and in the detailed
project/work programme approval procedures; essentially the procedure will involve any interested person
stating their interest and standing aside from the relevant decision process.
The Public Consultation Group (PCG) To enable Vale Action Local Action Group to gain a wider
understanding of the delivery of the programme a “Public Consultation Group” will be formed. This group
will be open to anyone living or working in the area and will form the conduit for discussions on strategies,
delivery and evaluation of the programme. The table summarises its functions, modus operandi and
membership.
THE PUBLIC CONSULTATION GROUP (PCG)
Members
Chairing /
Functions
meeting
frequency
Open membership – any
Chair of the PMG Acting as an
individual or organisation will chair.
additional
registering an interest.
Will meet
consultation
(e.g. businesses, Parish
annually or more
mechanism to that
Councils, employers’
frequently if
available through the
associations, voluntary
required.
PMG Members.
sector orgs, other public
Promoting the
services). As well as local
Programme through
community organisations
networks.
many of Plain Action’s
Alerting potential
previous beneficiaries
delivery agents.
have expressed a wish to
be part of the group.

General Comments

The Members will be circulated
six monthly with a newsletter
outlining progress, inviting
comment, and generally
publicising the programme and
areas of activity yet to be
undertaken.
The annual meeting will take
the form of a widely publicised
event to stimulate interest and
attract comment.

Structure and Decision Making Process
Structure The PMG will be the main decision making group assisted by the staff and Accountable Body.
The structure and inter-relationship of these groups is set out in the diagram below.
Wiltshire Council
Accountable Body
Funding agreement,
technical appraisal
and project contracts, first
level control contracts

PMG
20
Programme Management Group
Strategy and overall management and
approvals

PCG
Circa 50
Public Consultation
Group
Advises

STAFF
Programme Manager
Programme Administrator
Programme Apprentice
Administrates, supports and co-ordinates

Essentially the Local Action Group is the PMG and is responsible for all aspects of delivering the
Programme. All of the other groups act in a supportive and advisory role.
Community Involvement There is a potential challenge in maintaining business/community interest and
involvement, given the complexities of the Programme. Interest and involvement will be maintained by
ensuring that the members on the PMG are suitably trained and briefed, outside the formal meetings, and
that meetings circulate around the Programme area and visit funded projects. PMG meetings will avoid
lengthy technical discussions. Members will be encouraged to report back to their
sectors/businesses/communities regularly, and to bring forward items relevant to the Programme including
potential projects. A six monthly newsletter, regular press releases and the annual PCG meeting will
engage the public more widely.
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Implementation The Local Action Group will be serviced by a staff team led by the Programme Manager
(full-time) and supported by a Programme Administration Assistant, a Programme Apprentice and a
Programme Assistant during the first year The Programme Manager will be responsible for all aspects of
administrating and coordinating the Programme, and for working closely with the Chair, PMG members, the
Accountable Body, RDT staff and adjoining LAGS. The Programme will start with a process of promotion
and publicity, and liaison with those organisations most likely and interested in delivering parts of the
Programme, some of whom have already been identified and have projects in preparation.
Vale Action Group Staff
As both Vale Action and Plain Action LAGs will be of similar size and population, with staff centrally located
in Devizes at Community First offices, a staff team approach will be deployed across both LAGs. This will
reduce administration costs, spot trends and interrelationships, identify co-operations between the two
LAGs, make economies on marketing and publicity, and support a single front door and customer journey
for beneficiaries. In the first instance staff costs will be shared equally.
During the start of the programme, and reflecting the fact that this is a new LAG area, there will be a
requirement for additional staff to help with the programme development, and also for short periods during
the programme to help with claim processing and finalisation of projects.
The Community First LAG staff team will be continuing into the new programme which with the experience
they have of LEADER funding, (Programme Manager four years, Programme Administrative Assistant five
years) means that they can bring knowledge and experience to Vale Action LAG reducing the initial start up
time for the LAG. Whilst the LAG may be new, the experience and knowledge that can be brought to its
support will prevent any risk of it falling behind commitments and profiles.
To show a commitment to employment and training of young people, the group steering Vale Action has
requested that an apprentice be taken on at the beginning of the programme and work with both LAGS. It is
expected the apprentice will progress from a level 2 qualification through to a level 3 or 4 by the end of the
programme. Staff are currently discussing with Wiltshire College how an apprentice/ traineeship can be
tailored to meet the LAGs requirements for this position. It is anticipated that the “core” programme will be
business administration / management supplemented by additional workshops on legislation. Wiltshire
College has an extensive agricultural department whose courses include European Common Agricultural
Policy instruction.
All staff will be employed by Community First on behalf of Vale Action as they have been in previous
programmes. Job descriptions are provided in Appendix 1.
Training Requirements
The PMG has identified four areas of training required:


PMG member training
As a new LAG, the members will take a little longer to find a shared understanding of the LEADER
approach, and for calibration amongst the group about how it reaches consensus and agreements
to approve or reject applications. Some team-building approaches and time to build rapport may be
necessary and will be considered in conjunction with the partners.
However, in line with Plain Action’s approach, it will be standard to undertake training on the
operation of a LAG including the new National Operations Manual, the use of and reports available
from the CAP-D IT system, and basic project appraisal and assessment allowing members to
understand the processes being used so that there is an understanding of the appraisal process



Staff Training
Undertake training on any new processes to be included in the National Operations Manual, the use
of and reports available from the CAP D-IT system and project appraisal systems to enable staff to
understand the process and the operation and funding of national co-operation projects.
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Apprentice Training
As described previously programme staff are working with Wiltshire College to provide a basic level
2 certificate course over the first year based on Business Administration. This will then be followed
by working towards a level 3 qualification and then a level 4. All three should be achieved within the
programme period of 6.25 years. To cover the European funding aspect Wiltshire College, through
its Agriculture Department, offer short courses which include all aspects of CAP funding.



Appraisers
Experience from the previous two programmes run by Plain Action has identified the need for the
technical appraisers to fully understand their role and the processes to be followed. It is hoped that
the RPA will arrange for training to be provided for those selected by the PMG to act as appraisers
on their behalf. If not, PALAG working with the RPA, and Wiltshire Council as Accountable Body will
prepare a suitable training programme.

During the early months of the programme the LAG will be hosting a series of training sessions for possible
applicants on the processes involved in applying for funding. The four Chambers of Commerce in the area
have already agreed to host these events for the business community and the NFU have asked if
factsheets covering the application process can be prepared, to be sent out to the farming community at
the beginning of the programme.
SECTION I – MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
Accountable Body
The Accountable Body for Vale Action will be Wiltshire Council. It has extensive knowledge of the operation
of LEADER having been Accountable Body for three LAGs during the previous programme period (200713). Wiltshire Council will undertake project assessment, monitoring, claim processing and auditing
functions.
Wiltshire Council has strong experience of supporting new ventures, with two new LAGs in the past
programme, but also in its role as contracting partner and Accountable Body for the Wiltshire Growth Hub,
the Rural Growth Network, a number of EU and nationally funded economic development projects and
schemes such as Micro-Enterprise scheme, town teams, Military Community Covenant and a strong rural
development presence in the area. It also brings a strong rural remit and technical expertise, such as
around countryside and rights of way management, ecology and spatial planning procurement, legal,
democratic services and equalities teams overseeing public sector equality duty. It also has a strong
employability and skills team which can play a complementary role in supporting individuals who may cobenefit from LEADER business investments.
Project Development and Assessment Procedures
The following section covers the project development and delivery of the programme. From the feedback
from the consultation work and experience Vale Action LAG will be operating a fast track small grants
process. This will apply to grants under £10,000 and will be targeted at small businesses where there is
recognition that timely acquisition of equipment may be essential to business expansion.
Project Development
Vale Action will benefit from the knowledge and experience built up by Community First’s staff in the
operation of two previous LEADER programmes. In both programmes project development was only
started at the beginning of the programme which meant delays to project commitments and spending.
The transition year has provided an opportunity for some project development to take place. The
consultation process has already provided a list of 8 possible projects varying in size from total project
costs of £20,000 to £100,000. Subject to Vale Action having in place all the necessary processes,
expenditure could start by September 2015.
Vale Action has been fortunate that the partners it is working with are actively preparing activities for the
autumn of 2014 to bring together possible applicants for funding. These partners include the local
Chambers of Commerce, the National Union of Farmers, the Leaders Group from the Voluntary Sector,
TEN-the Enterprise Network of Wiltshire Council, the local Frederick’s Foundation staff and Wiltshire’s
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Business Support Service. For Vale Action staff the challenge will be to have available a comprehensive
pack of literature including guidance and application forms as well as presentation and displays for the
proposed events.
It is anticipated that these partners will generate “leads” for the programme staff that will allow project
development during 2015, with projects starting to spend at the end of 2015. By mid-2015 it will be possible
to identify if the spend profile will meet that set out in the LDS and whether adjustments need to be made or
if further projects need to be identified.
With regard to the actual development of the projects it is proposed that Vale Action staff will lead on this,
but will be making use of the expertise of the organisations mentioned above.
Project Development Flowchart
Initial Funding Enquiry

Small grant <£10,000
Application and supporting
documents

Grant >£10,000
Expression of Interest

Project Assessment
Accountable Body
Project Appraisal
Independent

Sustainability Assessment
Vale Action LAG
Approval

Endorsement
Application and supporting
documents completed
Project Assessment
Accountable Body

If rejected review application

If rejected review application

LAG Staff check eligibility

Project Appraisal
Independent
Sustainability Assessment
Vale Action LAG
Approval
Defra
Approval
Accountable Body
Raises contract

Assessment Procedures
VALAG will put into place a panel of technical
assessors that will have the qualification and
experience to consider projects from the various
work areas. Discussions have taken place with
some of the specialist partners about the
assistance they could provide. It is proposed
there will be two technical appraisers assigned
to each “priority” area. It is anticipated that Defra
will provide training for the assessors on their
requirements before the start of the programme.
If not, VALAG will work with the Accountable
Body to design a suitable training programme.
This is one of the areas where Vale Action and
Plain Action will work together by having a joint
appraisal team.
Claims and Payments
Vale Action and Wiltshire Council, acting as the
Accountable Body will work together to process
claims, including the setting up of protocols
between the two to ensure clarity and
understanding of the roles of each.

It is proposed to continue this relationship and operate as follows.


During the application stage, and prior to issuing of any contract by the Accountable Body, Vale Action
staff will work with the applicant to ensure that a realistic budget and cash flow is established for the
project. This will include proposed claim and payments dates which will be entered onto the central
database.



When a claim is due, Vale Action staff will contact the applicant, working with them to gather the
necessary paperwork. This paperwork will be formally checked and signed off by Vale Action before
being passed to the Accountable Body for their review and request to the RPA for payment.



During the previous programme Plain Action staff produced a “user friendly” guide to claims which went
through the process step by step, providing examples of the required documents and calculations. This
approach was well received by the applicants. Vale Action intends to adopt this manual and work with
Plain Action LAG to produce similar guides for the EOI / Application stages and for variations if
required.
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Monitoring
Monitoring of the work of Vale Action will have five levels;
1. LDS/Programme reporting: The Partnership Management Group will meet every other month, at
which monitoring reports covering M&A expenditure / commitment, project expenditure/commitment,
and pipeline project progress will be presented.
2. Ongoing programme evaluation: At least annually a full evaluation of the progress of the
programme will be undertaken covering, financial progress, project development / delivery and
environmental impact. From this and working with the Accountable Body and Defra RDT staff
adjustments can be made should they be necessary.
3. Project monitoring: During the project development and delivery stages staff will meet with
applicants on a regular basis to ensure progress as agreed is maintained. Following completion of
the project a final project report will be completed that will also include an evaluation of the overall
project, the outputs achieved and its impact.
4. Accountable Body Monitoring: The Community First staff who will be managing Vale Action
already have a good relationship with the Accountable Body staff through Plain Action. During the
previous two programmes the Accountable Body were seen as an invaluable “critical friend”.
Meetings were held regularly to discuss progress and issues, and attendance at Partnership
Management Groups enabled advice and guidance to be given to members. It is intended to apply
the same model within the operation of Vale Action.
5. RPA auditing: Experience in the past programmes has shown that the Defra’s audits provided
reassurance that procedures were being followed and decisions being made appropriately. It will
also gave staff an opportunity to discuss with the Managing Agent staff regulatory and technical
issues and learn from their experience with other LAGs.
Communications and Publicity
Communicating with the communities and organisations in the area is important to Vale Action as it will be
newly operating in the area. There will be a need to quickly establish a presence and identity. Through the
consultation process, links have been established with the Community Area managers, the Chambers of
Commerce, NFU, individual businesses and parish councils. It is intended to build upon these and use their
networks to reach those who see opportunities in LEADER funding. This will form part of the
communications activities but will also include:
 Web site: this is still seen as the main provider of information. As well as the general programme
information it will also contain an applications portal.
 Newsletter: traditionally this has always been produced on paper and circulated not only to
members and local organisations but also to libraries, local shops and pubs in the area for
distribution. As this was well received it is proposed to retain this but also to produce an electronic
copy. Wiltshire Council’s Community Area Managers will allow Vale Action in the future to circulate
the electronic version through their contact lists. Through the eight community areas in the Vale
Action area it is expected that this initiative will reach over 1,000 people. The partner organisations
detailed previously have also agreed to use their networks for information to be distributed.
 Facebook: Vale Action staff have received training during the transition year in setting up and
operating a Facebook site which will be operational from December 2014.
 Twitter: Vale Action staff have received training during the transition year in setting up and
operating a Twitter account which will be operational from December 2014.
 Public meetings: It is proposed to hold an open day each year for the public. During 2015 this will
be in the first quarter and will target organisations who are interested in funding through Vale Action.
As the programme progresses the emphasis will change to reflect on the successes and
achievements of the programme.
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Through the consultation work that was undertaken with Wiltshire Council’s Community Areas, Vale Action
has been asked if, once a year, in each area, a presentation could be given on the progress and
achievements of the programme.
 Wiltshire Council – Accountable Body A formal report on progress will be prepared and
presented on an annual basis
 Swindon and Wiltshire Local Enterprise Partnership A formal report on progress will be
prepared and presented on an annual basis
The most critical phase will be at the beginning of the programme during the development stage. It is
proposed that not only are the above used but that a newspaper and radio campaign will be undertaken to
raise awareness. BBC Radio Wiltshire has already agreed to an interview to publicise LEADER funding in
Wiltshire.
In the months between the LDS being submitted and the start of the programme VALAG will undertake the
following:
Stage 1 Prior to notification of approval
• Increase the LAG membership
• Prepare the draft VALAG terms of reference
• Work with the pipeline projects to bring them forward for approval
• Work with partners to identify suitable projects
• Prepare the required documentation as soon as the National Operating Manual is published
• Prepare training programmes as required
• Work with Wiltshire Council to prepare appraisal processes
• Prepare website design
• Draft publicity material
Stage 2 Following notification of approval
• Finalise the website
• Finalise any publications
• Confirm LAG membership and chair
• Finalise marketing plan and communications policy
• Confirm appraisal process including procurement
• Launch programme in early 2015
SECTION J – SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL
VALAG have considered sustainability in two ways asking:
a) Will the programme and associated actions (projects) be able to continue for the length of the
programme? and
b) What impact will the programme and the associated actions have on the environment of the area?
In considering these VALAG has identified two areas of the programme: the Local Development Strategy,
and the actions resulting from the programme.
The Local Development Strategy: The strategy has been based on a wide ranging consultation with the
public and specialist organisations within the area which has been tested against direct research and
desktop research methods. At the same time any actions must account for activities ongoing in an area of
extensive archaeological and environmentally sensitivity. In setting the five priorities Vale Action are
satisfied that these objectives will help to create and support more sustainable and thriving communities in
the area.
The outputs have been calculated to be achievable and therefore sustainable from the likely resources and
funds that are allocated. The calculations of outputs reflect pipeline projects and likely proposals, and are
based on advice from the specialist organisations about employment rates, constraints, and opportunities.
Reflection on experience gained from two previous programmes has also contributed.
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The Projects: All projects will, in the application stage, undergo three appraisals:
1. Project Assessment by the Accountable Body, to ensure that there are sufficient funds available to
complete the project and that, as an organisation, there are the appropriate governance structures in
place;
2. Project Appraisal by an Independent Technical Appraiser, to ensure that the proposed project is
capable of being delivered and that the stated outputs are achievable, and
3. Sustainability Assessment to test what impact the project will have on natural resources. Project
applicants will be asked to complete a questionnaire on their current practices on environmental impact,
and to identify the impact the project will have.
VALAG are currently taking advice from the Wiltshire Wildlife Trust on how the sustainability assessment
will work in practice and the method of assessment to be used.
Through these actions VALAG will be able to monitor the sustainability of the programme for effective and
cost efficient delivery and the impact it will have on the environment, enabling adjustments to be made if
necessary.
SECTION K - EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES STATEMENT
Vale Action Local Action Group has developed this Equality Statement to help us meet our Public Sector
Equality Duty (“Equality Duty”) under the Equality Act 2010. The Equality Duty makes sure public bodies
play their part in making society fairer, by tackling discrimination and providing equality of opportunity for
all.
Protected Characteristics
The Equality Act covers nine protected characteristics, which cannot be used as a reason to treat people
unfairly. They are:
 Age (employees)
 Disability
 Gender reassignment
 Marriage and civil partnership (employees)
 Pregnancy and maternity
 Race
 Religion or belief
 Sex
 Sexual orientation
Equality Duty
The Equality Duty has two parts – the general duty and the specific duties.
The general duty requires us to consider how our policies, practices and day-to-day activities impact on
students and staff. We must have due regard to the need to:
 Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation and any other conduct prohibited by
the Equality Act.
 Advance equality of opportunity between people who share a protected characteristic and people
who do not share it.
 Foster good relations between people who share a protected characteristic and those who do not
share it.
The specific duties require us to:
 Publish information (Equality Analysis) to show how we are complying with the Equality Duty. This
will be updated annually; and
 Prepare and publish Equality Objectives. We will publish objectives at least once every four years.
As part of its commitment to equal opportunities. Vale Action Local Action Group will endeavour to ensure
all project applicants are undertaking their statutory requirements in relation to equal opportunities.
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Submitted and signed by
Fleur de Rhe Philipe Chairman Plain Action LAG on
behalf of Vale Action LAG

Alistair Cunningham, Associate Director Economic
Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council

Date

Date
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Development Strategy.
Wiltshire Council’s Community Area Managers
Wiltshire Council’s Community Area Partnerships
Wiltshire Council’s Economy and Regeneration Department Staff
Wessex Association of Chambers of Commerce
Trowbridge, Chippenham, Corsham, Trowbridge and Royal Wootton Bassett Chambers of Commerce
National Farmers Union
The Forestry Commission
Visit Wiltshire
Link2 Nature
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Community First
Should you require further information or clarification of any of the details contained in the LDS please
contact:
Vale Action Local Action Group
Alan Truscott – Programme Manager
01380 732814 - atruscott@communityfirst.org.uk
Wiltshire Council – Accountable Body
Julian Head –Strategic Economic Programmes Manager
Economy Development & Planning
01225 713421 – julian.head@wiltshire.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1 – Job Descriptions
Programme Manager
Administrative support
 Provide all administrative support for the Programme Management Group (PMG) and all other
support and advisory groups established by Vale Action.
 Work in close cooperation with the Accountable Body, Wiltshire Council, and with the Rural
Payments Agency (RPA).
 Advise the PMG on all EU regulatory requirements and other relevant legislation, and ensure that
all of these are satisfied.
 Work closely with the Vale Action Chairman on all aspects of the Programme, ensuring that
he/she is fully engaged with all significant developments and issues in delivery of the
Programme.
 Ensure that all agreed processes and procedures are followed, and that reports and plans are
submitted as required to the PMG, Accountable Body and RPA.
 Undertake line management and supervisory responsibilities in respect of any admin support
staff appointed to Plain Action.
Membership and involvement
 Ensure that full membership of the Local Action Group is maintained, and fresh members
recruited as required.
 Run training, briefing and engagement sessions and events for Members in order to achieve and
maintain the spirit of Local Action.
Communications and promotion
 Maintain contact with regional and national Local Action networks and engage with colleagues in
other areas to learn from and disseminate best practice and specialist advice as necessary.
 Promote the Programme and increase awareness as appropriate through literature, website,
public presentations, events and the media.
Programme delivery
 Identify, contact and build working relationships with potential delivery agents in order to ensure
that the Programme is delivered as planned and its objectives met.
 Identify ‘gaps’ in the programme which may lead to outputs, outcomes and objectives not being
met, and recommend appropriate action including the commissioning of activities.
 Provide specialised advice and technical support to participants and deliverers to promote and
advance the development of projects and activities.
 Propose and run a fair and transparent application and commissioning system that results in the
approval of projects and activities that collectively enable the Programme to achieve its
objectives.
Financial management
 Manage all aspects of the Programme’s finances, in particular ensuring that the Management
and Admin costs are within budget, and that project and commissioned work expenditure is in
harmony with the agreed cash flow projections.
 Provide financial reports for the PMG, Accountable Body and RPA as appropriate.
Programme Administration Assistant
 To undertake the main administrative support processes underpinning the work of the Vale
Action including the development and maintenance of databases and spreadsheets, project and
programme files and administrative systems.
 To support the production of appropriate correspondence, reports, agendas, presentations, and
general publicity and information material.
 To organise meetings and to draft Minutes as required.
 To attend external meetings and training as required.
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 To support the organisation of public meetings, conferences, seminars, publicity events and
training workshops.
 To support those enquiring about and applying for funding or business support.
 To generally co-operate and liaise with a wide variety of people including the Vale Action
members, clients, technical advisers, mentors, the organisations delivering activities funded by
Vale Action, and the staff of statutory bodies including the RPA and Wiltshire Council.
 Prepare management and administration claims for funders.
Apprentice
The work content listed below is intended to cover the first year of work. As the apprentice becomes more
knowledgeable and gains qualifications then the work content will be reviewed and revised.
 To provide support to the Programme Manager and Programme Administration Assistant.
 To undertake a course of study that will provide underpinning knowledge in the processes and
legislation of a European funded grants programme.
 To provide support to applicants in preparing projects for grant funding.
 To prepare applications for appraisal and presentation to the PMG.
 To work with applicants in the preparation of claims.
Programme Assistant (For the first 6 to 12 months of the programme)
 Work closely with the Programme Manager and staff on setting up all administrative aspects
necessary for the running of the programme
 Assist to put into place and maintain the communications policy agreed by the PMG.
 Work with applicants to develop project ideas and to administer and manage them through the
decision process.
 Liaising as necessary with a variety of other people and organisations including the Plain Action
Members, Wiltshire Council, Defra, other Local Action Groups, and potential applicants and
deliverers.
 Taking on other responsibilities within the overall Programme as agreed periodically with the
Programme Manager.
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